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GOP
digs in
for court
battle

“We were harboring a guy who was falling apart in front of our eyes
but not going to do anything about it.”
LYNETTE CASEY, mother of Army medic who killed himself

Back from combat,
but still fighting a war

Republicans say they
won’t act on any
Obama nominee
By CARL HULSE
AND MARK LANDLER
NEW YORK TIMES
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Sgt. Ray Burnside’s stepfather Culley Casey, from left, brother Cameron Casey and mother Lynette Casey attend his memorial service Sunday
at Cypress Hill Memorial Park in Petaluma. Burnside committed suicide Jan. 27, nearly four years after he was honorably discharged.

VETERAN SUICIDE » Family grieves former Army medic from SR
By MEG MCCONAHEY

WASHINGTON — An epic
Washington political battle took
shape Sunday after the death of
Justice Antonin Scalia as Senate Republicans dug in and said
they would refuse to act on any
Supreme Court nomination by
President Barack Obama. But
the White House vowed to select
a nominee within weeks.
Multiple Republican senators said they
strongly sup- INSIDE
ported the po- ■ Scalia’s last
sition of Sen. hours at Texas
Mitch McCon- ranch / A6
nell, R-Ky., majority
leader, ■ 4-4 court may
that the high affect many
court vacancy decisions / A7
should not be
filled until after the presidential election, denying Obama a
chance to reconfigure the ideological makeup of the court in
the last year of his second term.
“I don’t see anyone getting
confirmed,” said Sen. Mike Lee,
R-Utah, who sits on the Judiciary Committee, which would
consider any nomination. “I
suspect that probably means
no hearings.” Sens. Ted Cruz
of Texas and Marco Rubio of
Florida, both Republican presidential contenders, echoed that
view in television appearances.
Despite the deep resistance,
the White House was moving
ahead but noted that Obama
would not immediately announce his court choice.
“Given that the Senate is cur-
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s an Army medic, Ray Burnside was called upon
to save many lives during two tours of duty in
Afghanistan and Iraq. In addition to administering
care that included performing emergency surgery on
fellow soldiers in combat, he
was credited with providing
medical help to more than
4,000 Iraqis and veterinary
services to 2,000 head of
livestock.
His humanitarian efforts
built up the kind of trust and
loyalty among Iraqi civilians
Sgt. Ray Burnside on duty.
that helped the U.S. military
gain critical access to key
tribal leaders, officials said in a letter awarding him the
Bronze Star.
But the one life Burnside could not repair or save was
his own. Beneath his man-of-steel exterior, the sensitive
young Sonoma County native who as a teenager was a
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Grammys
embraces
diversity
By MESFIN FEKADU
ASSOCIATED PRESS

conversations.
This reporter to the MTV bot:
“Hi!”
MTV bot: “Why hello there!
I know we just met, but you
should check this out . . . “
This is a link to MTV.com.
“It’s fascinating,” said Catherine Boyle, an analyst with
eMarketer. “These messaging
apps present very different
ways for brands to engage with
younger consumers. Banner ads
are never going to work. Branded bots are a really clever way to
let brands offer a more natural

LOS ANGELES — A veteran
Grammys executive producer
says his awards show does not
have a diversity issue like the
Oscars and that it is not fair to
compare the two programs.
Ahead of today’s show, news
outlets reported that the Grammys could be
under fire since ON TV
it planned to The Grammys
pay tribute to will air live
white perform- at 5 p.m. today
ers such as Da- on CBS.
vid Bowie and
The Eagles’ Glenn Frey with
live performances, though the
legacy of black acts such as Natalie Cole and Maurice White of
Earth, Wind & Fire were not receiving the same treatment.
Ken Ehrlich said he first
thought of booking a performer to
honor Cole, but then he watched
her 1992 Grammys performance
of her singing in sync with her father, Nat King Cole, who appeared
in video. It was the same year she
won album of the year for “Unforgettable... with Love,” which
paid tribute to her father with
reworked versions of some of his
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The funeral procession makes its way through town on Sunday following
a memorial service for Ray Burnside in Petaluma.

ONLINE: For more photos, go to pressdemocrat.com.
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Teens a step ahead in smartphone world
Parents may not know
how their kids use social
media but advertisers do
By MICHAEL S. ROSENWALD
WASHINGTON POST

Teenagers, a historically wily
demographic, are increasingly
moving their digital social lives
from public sites where their
parents hang out to smartphone
messaging apps, giving them
nearly complete privacy in their
online social lives.
Apps such as Kik, Line,
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WhatsApp, Ask.fm and Whisper
can often be used anonymously, without parental controls,
and in Snapchat’s case even
automatically erase inappropriate pictures. The popularity
of these apps is showing up in
surveys and focus groups. Kik’s
use has soared to 40 percent of
teens.
To parents, many of whom
rely on their children for tech
support, the danger is obvious.
To advertisers, the opportunity
is enormous. They are butting
in on the discussions, figuratively and literally.
Line, a messaging app started
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in Japan in response to a devastating earthquake, is trying
to make inroads in the United
States selling animated digital
stickers of pop culture characters ranging from Snoopy
to Darth Vader. “At a loss for
words?” says Line’s website.
“Spice up your chats with animated and talking stickers!”
On Kik, advertisers are texting with teens using bots.
MTV, Under Armour, Funny
or Die, Amazon, fashion blogs,
movies, the Indianapolis Colts
and the Washington Post are
using artificial intelligence to
push their brands with quirky
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